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From the President’s Pen
As we come to the end of 2021, I thought I would recap on the past year. We started the spring
with our spring Retriever Class with Jeff Morari, and Alan Davies taking on the instructor role with
some help from some of our other members over the duration of the class. Jeff and Alan went on
to continue a Wednesday night training session for this group. I was lucky enough to watch some
of these handlers and dogs at a couple of our events and the great training showed. I am hoping
to see these new members in the following years to come.
This Spring we did some repair work on our dyke on the north side of pond 4, and point repair on
ponds 1, 3 and 4, this was done to improve our ponds and make running our dogs as safe as
possible.
With some of our Provincial COVID-19 regulations being lifted in June, we were able to proceed
with our Field Trials in June, Hunt Test in July, and Working Certificate Test in August. All 3 events
were able to proceed with what I believe was a good success.
This Fall we held a couple Training Sessions; weather was a little cooler, but handlers and dogs
were all happy to get out and do some work. I think 18 dogs were out for our 1st session and 14
dogs on our next session. If the weather holds out, I’m sure we will try holding more before old
man winter hits.
In conclusion I would like to thank all members that were able to come out and help with our work
projects and help out at our 3 events, this is what makes our Club have the success it has.
Regards,
Keith Althouse
SRC President

ROY
It is with great sadness that I must report that AJTOP LeRoy’s Few Acres of Snow
has made his nal retrieve. While otherwise a healthy ten year old dog, an acute attack of
laryngeal paralysis took Roy far earlier than we were ready to accept.
Roy made an immediate impression when he entered our
home. Waddling out of his kennel after a long ight from
Quebec, Roy went directly to the kitchen, walked past
Jackson and promptly claimed Jackson’s bed, dragging it
under the table. This statement of self con dence would be a
hallmark of Roy, who would assert his magni cent arrogance
throughout his working life. I knew Roy would be a
challenge, and his independent nature forced me to step up
my training game. Roy was never a fan of repetitious drill
work. He loved to run and would carry a line a long way;
once he was convinced it was the
right way. Roy was an excellent
marker; an attribute which no doubt
afforded him a few passes when his other work was less than crisp.
Handling Roy was a lot like taking an F1 racer to a stock car track. He
was exhilarating on the straightaways, but downright terrifying in the
tight corners. Luckily, Roy was one of those dogs who seemed to love
the challenge of competition. Regardless of how rough our pre event
training sessions had been, Roy seemed to have a different gear on
game day. His drive and focus often left me with a sense of awe. Roy
earned his Quali ed All Age title in the eld Trial game, his Master and
Grand Master titles, and twice earned the National Master Title in 2014
and in 2017. In 2019, Roy ran as the
male test dog at the National Master in
Wabamun, lining the blind on the rst
test.
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Roy was a tremendous hunting partner. The rst time I took him to
a marsh at eight months old, he retrieved a limit of teal. That was
only after he nearly swamped the boat jumping out to chase a
nearby coot. As night fell and the ducks poured in for their
evening roost, Roy sat riveted on the upturned canoe, studying
every ight of birds that passed over in the gloom. The Big Horse
carried the load on some epic hunts. Be it a high volume snow
goose shoot, big Canadas over water, or a greenhead limit on a
ooded slough, Roy was ready to go. Roy loved the upland work
as well, although the command “hunt close” was something I’m
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sure he considered to be a mere
suggestion. When he got the intoxicating
scent of running rooster in those nostrils,
there was little that I or Mr. Tritronics
could do to convince him to break off the
chase. Roy was amazingly steady when
hunting from a boat or blind, so perhaps
he decided he had earned a few extra
liberties when turned loose in the
uplands.
Roy suffered a torn ligament in 2017 and
underwent successful TPLO surgery.
One of his physio exercises involved
walking backwards up stairs. It took Roy about ten minutes to learn how to do this trick. He
was much less eager to endure the Elizabethan collar to prevent him licking his sutures.
He tried everything he could think of to rid himself of that hated device. Much gorilla tape
was expended until nally Roy utterly
destroyed his nemesis.
Roy spent his last summer training with
Clay, albeit with a reduced workload. We
could tell he was slowing down despite
his insane passion for chasing red Kong
balls around the yard. No matter how stiff
and sore Roy appeared to be, he always
found the drive to chase balls or
bumpers. When included on training
sessions with real birds, Roy shrugged off
his pains and knocked off three hundred
yard marks without hesitation. Little did I
know that this season would be Roy’s last. He got to retrieve a few nal birds, showing his
veteran savvy on a diving teal in heavy milfoil, and recovering a grouse that had fallen into
heavy cover. He was slated to be the
short range ushing dog for Sage our
young Brittany at the start of pheasant
season, but that was not to be.
Roy was laid to rest on a bed of his
ribbons. A mallard drake was placed in
front of his nose with its head resting on
Roy’s neck. Every one of our dogs
claims its place in our hearts. Roy made
certain that his will be a very special
one.
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Jeff Morari

Spring Training Class
The 2021 Spring Retriever Class was put on by Jeff Morari and Alan Davies with
assistance from John McDonald and Keith Althouse. We had a small group of six dogs
and handlers, but they turned out to be an exceptional class. Attendance was very good
and the commitment level of the participants was exemplary.
Rather than book an indoor facility as has been done in the past to get an early start, we
decided to begin in April once conditions allowed. The group met once a week for the
rst four or ve sessions. Once the class moved past the obedience and basic hold, we
switched to two sessions a week. This allowed for more immediate supervision and
feedback as the group went through the critical force break stage. We also found that
the twice a week sessions were popular once the dogs were actually retrieving.
Our class were all committed to the agenda. This was the rst group that all had Ecollars to use with their dogs. As a result, the instructors agreed that the dogs and
handlers progressed far beyond any class we have had before. In fact two of the six
dogs were able to earn titles in the WC and gain passes in the Hunt Tests.

Finally, this year’s class took good advantage of informal Wednesday night training
sessions that carried on throughout the summer. It was most gratifying to be part of the
eagerness and enthusiasm of this group. They in turn showed their appreciation to the
club by purchasing 18 fully rigged mallard duck decoys for the SRC.
I have already received a number of contacts regarding the 2022 class, and will be
sending out application forms around Christmas time.
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Jeff Morari
Retriever Class Coordinator
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TRAINING MARKS ALONE
Most of the me, when we are training marks with our dogs we either use gunners or remote control
devices. If you don’t have either available there are s ll some op ons.
1. Throw marks from your side. This is the easiest method, but probably does not do much more than
exercise your dog. You can throw one, two, three or four bumpers and direct them to be picked up in the
order you wish – kind of like a wagon wheel drill, so there can be some bene t to that. This method is
probably not ideal when you are trying to ins ll “sit s ll” steadiness in your dog, as your movements
during the throws discourages the dog from si ng s ll. Whenever you are throwing one mark o the line
to allow a thrower or remote device to re re when doing mul ples, it is a good prac ce to walk a few
paces o line and throw from someplace besides your dog’s side.
2. Stand alone marks. In stand alone marks the dog sits at the line alone while the trainer walks out into
the eld and throws a mark. A er an exaggerated 2-3 second delay, the dog is released on his name and a
slight angle in cas ng mo on. Once the dog picks up the mark, call him “here” for the delivery. You can
then either walk back to the original post and leave the dog there so you can throw another mark or you
can leave the dog at your throwing sta on and walk somewhere else in the eld to throw another mark.
It is important to maintain or enhance your steadiness standard for stand alone marks. Start with short
marks and if your dog moves, walk back and correct with “sit” or correct with a “sit” nick. It is a good
Typebefore
to enter
text
idea to remind them “sit” right
you
throw, and again “sit” a er you throw before releasing him to
retrieve. If your dog moves do not send him to retrieve – go pick up the mark , walk back to the dog and
put him back in place with a rm “sit” and then walk out and re-throw. Once your dog has learned to be
steady for this then you can extend your distances. Many dogs will actually be steadier for stand alone
marks than for by your side marks because you have tolerated some degree of unsteadiness for by your
side marks.
As dogs get used to this, stand alone marks can be long, complex singles 200+ yards long – if you are too
far away for your dog to hear his name, he will learn to go on the hand signal if that has been taught.
For some reason it seems that dogs running stand alone marks more consistently run at the bumper
rather than running at the gun. Throws can be square ( at), angle-backs or angle-in – whatever your dog
needs to work on. You can even re re behind an umbrella or natural brush or bale.
3. Walk back marks. In walk back marks you leave your dog at the line and you walk out into the eld
and throw 1, 2 or 3 marks. You then return to the line and send your dog for each mark in turn. You can
leave a s ck man in the eld where you threw each mark from, or else all of the marks will be re red
marks - making it important to use a feature in the eld like a bale or bush or patch of cover to remind
yourself where each mark was thrown. Teach this doing singles and then add mul ples. Watching the
handler walking around the eld to get to the next gun sta on and throwing mul ple marks can really
blow the mind of some dogs – it takes some ge ng used to.
4. Send back marks. Send back marks are done just like stand alone marks, but a er each retrieve the dog
is sent back to the mat to wait for the next bird. This requires that the dog learn a command “on your
mat” and that they will run there on command and sit. It helps to mark the mat loca on with a stake or
holding blind or pail so the dog will be able to iden fy where to run back to a er delivering the mark to
the handler in the eld. Teach the “on your mat” command rst, short distances progressing to long and
then introduce the marks.
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Adapted from Training Retrievers Alone with Dennis Voigt, available from Younglove Broadcast Services.

Sue Taylor adds the following
winter training tips:

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2/ If there is snow or white sky it is a good idea to put a stripe of black hockey tape on your white
canvas bumpers to make them more visible.
3/ Cut strips of dark garbage bags and tie the strips to the bumper end of the throwing rope . The
uttering action will make your bumper more visible when It is thrown and if there is some snow the
strips often stay visible while the bumper is buried.
4/ Be liberal with the duck or pheasant scent as it is dif cult for dogs to smell
bumpers in cold weather submerged in the snow.
5/ Dogs don’t mind the cold. Dress warmly so you don’t wimp out and
disappoint them.
6/ If the snow is not deep you can ignore it and run marks and blinds as
usual.
7/ If the snow is deep, running through it at top speed can be hard on a dogs
shoulders, and nding hidden holes or obstacles can be treacherous. Cheeky broke her foot
when she ran into a hidden log under the snow last winter and was out of commission for
months.

8/ If the snow is deep, consider nding cleared areas like early morning or evening parking lots
(Costco, SaskTel centre etc) and doing blind drills, wagon wheel or even marking drills. Some of
these places are even well lit through the night. It’s all about getting out there and keeping your
dog in shape and mentally stimulated.
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1/ Use canvas bumpers. The plastic bumpers get
rock hard and besides being uncomfortable for the dog to
hold they can cut their mouth.
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FIELD TRIAL REPORT

With the changes in COVID-19 restrictions last spring, we were able to have a Field Trial from June 26 to
28, which is something that we could not do the year prior.
After not being able to have a competition the previous year we were happy to see competitors and old
friends travel from Alberta, Manitoba and elsewhere in Saskatchewan to attend the three-day event.
Many of Western Canada’s top retrievers competed; the tests were challenging and exciting for both the
handlers and the dogs.
In the end we were able to make a pro it on the event mainly due to club members helping at the event,
which helped cut down costs. It was great to see so many of the new club members coming out to help
each day.
A bit of background for new members on what the different tests are at a Field Trial
In the Junior stake dogs (6 month of age – 2years of age on date of trial) shall be tested on 2 sets of land
marks and 2 sets of water marks. These marks may be dif icult singles or a double for either the land or
water series.
In the Qualifying stake dogs shall be tested on at least 1 land blind, at least 1 water blind and 1 set of land
marks and 1 set of water marks usually these will consist of a triple and possibly a retired gun. Which is
after gun station throws a mark , the thrower retires (hides in a blind not visible to the dog) which creates
a situation where a dog must use its memory to remember where that bird was thrown
( landed).
In the Open or Amateur the dogs will tested at least 1 water blind, 1 land blind, a set of landmarks and
watermarks with a have a much greater degree of dif iculty in distance and natural factors than a
qualifying stake. The set of land or watermarks will usually consist of 3 to 4 marks within that set of which
many of these the gun stations will be retired as described previously.
Next spring the 2022 Field trials are going to be held on June 25,26 and 27th, there will de two Junior/
Qualifying events and three Open Field trial events with local club members competing in all.
Please participate if you can and also help, we will be sending out reminders in the spring that we will
need help.
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John McDonald Retriever Trial Chairperson
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Laugh of the
Day
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Working Certi cate Tests August 2021
We had a good turnout and almost perfect weather except for the second day when the
showers came. The rst day we had 31 dogs compe ng and the second day there were 23.
There was an good turn out at all levels and a good qualifying rate. The dogs have really
improved over the years. This year our nal nancial outcome was a pro t of $1,988.18

2021 Membership
This year we had a total of 68 members of which 65 were paid up. One late paid up
member approximately a month ago!

Webpage and Facebook
Jesse Vanhouwe and myself have had some interes ng moments as some might
remember. Imagine my face when I clicked on our Webpage and it brought up Viagara.
Well that took some xing! Jesse nally got to the bo om of it with some help and we
now have a secure site where things like this shouldn’t happen, but not before a few had
a good laugh. We have plans for upda ng the site again and welcome input.
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Submitted by Lynn Campbell
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WC Testing
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HUNT TEST

Type to enter text

The Hunt Test Committee met in the spring to determine if we would hold tests this year
Type to enter text
in light of Covid 19. With the loosening of provincial restrictions, we decided to move
forward with our traditional end of July dates. The big question was whether or not we
would receive suf cient entries to make the event pro table. A highly speculative budget
was prepared estimating a possible pro t in the $5,000.00 range. The Committee
decided against holding any meals or social events, which certainly impacted our bottom
line. In addition, we were forced to bring in a number of judges from out of town which
drove up our expenses. Covid precautions were taken at the test stakes, and
participants were encouraged to have their vaccinations. With vaccine passports
becoming a reality in some provinces, this issue may emerge again next summer.
All things being said, the Club did put on a series of quality tests. There was a small but
signi cant out of town entry. We received numerous compliments on our grounds,
equipment, and organization; something which has become a hallmark of our Club. At
the end of the day the Hunt Tests realized a pro t right around $5,000.00. I think it
reasonable to believe this will grow in 2022; especially in light of the fact that our club is
slated to host the National Master in 2023. Hopefully, we can return to a more normal
format in 2022 which will allow for a fuller experience for all involved. We have at least
one new judge coming on line from our club. It would be great to see a few more
members throw their hats in the judging ring for next year.
Finally, I want to thank all the Hunt Test Committee members and Club volunteers who
made our weekend a success. Special thanks to Kayla Lindenback who did brilliant work
as our new Hunt Test Secretary. Kayla was the model of organization and ef ciency and
is slated unof cially to hold this position until 2057.
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Jeff Morari
Hunt Test Chair
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SRC Hunt Tests
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Members Appreciation Day
On Saturday, October 30th we hosted a Club training day and barbeque at the Club
grounds. This was organized in apprecia on of all the hard work our members have
put in to grounds maintenance and organizing and running events this summer.
It was a cold windy day, but the dogs did not seem to mind and the people toughed it
out.
We started with a singles marking drill (combina on ABC drill and Y drill) that showed
o the natural talents of many of the young dogs while challenging the older
experienced dogs.
This was followed by a very exci ng hunt test setup featuring
a short winger bumper thrown into some decoys perilously
close to line, a couple of re red guns in the eld and a
challenging blind. There were lots of op ons to break this
down for young dogs and plenty to challenge the older dogs.
A er the retrieving games we enjoyed a hamburger and
smokie BBQ and had a chance to visit - for many of us this day
was our rst opportunity to meet and spend me with some of our newer members.
Special thanks to :
Sue Taylor for se ng up the ABC and Y drill and helping handlers to decide how to run
the setup with their dogs.
Je Morari and Jesse Vanhouwe for pu ng together the very crea ve and
entertaining Hunt test Scenario.
Garry Taylor, Darrell Holowach , John McDonald and Tim Fahl for lling badger holes ,
helping set up the singles marking drill and spending a lot of me throwing in the
cold.
Many members for throwing bumpers in the marking drill and/or the hunt test
scenario .
Wally Turk for cooking the burgers and smokies and Lynn Campbell for organizing the
Clubhouse and cleanup.
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The event was a big success and a good me was had by all - people and dogs!
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MEMBERS APPRECIATION DAY
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RGS Eradication Project
As anyone who has walked our property, especially the Home Quarter, they will tell you that
we are overrun with Richardson Ground Squirrels (gophers). Their burrows are especially
hazardous to dogs and the problem becomes even worse when the badgers follow along and
dig even more dangerous holes.
Jim Couch and his committee were given the task of nding a
solution to this ever increasing problem. After much research
and several zoom meetings, a viable solution was found. This
method involved inserting a
pellet into an active hole,
sealing it off and a toxic gas
was produced when activated

by the moisture in the ground. This method is effective and safe but does require the
applicators to have a special licence. Keith Althouse and Alan Davies voluteered to study the
manual, take the test and be ready for the project.
The rst order of business was to determine which holes were active. This involved the very
labour intensive task of lling in the holes, agging them and then returning to see which ones
were reopened. Fortunately, a large group of club volunteers showed up to ag the holes. The
number of holes were astounding as the pictures show. It looked from a distance like a eld of
poppies.
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While phase two of the project will have to wait until next spring, a big thank you should go
out to Jim and his crew for the work to date.
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Who says that judging is tough?

What? Somebody has got
to supervise!

Let’s get that pumping going

Who says you need a lot of equipment
to train a dog?

